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Abstract. We consider global analytic hypoellipticity of constant

coefficient differential operators on the 2-torus, and prove that it is

equivalent to a growth condition on the symbol. An example of a

constant coefficient vector field which is globally analytic hypoelliptic

but not globally hypoelliptic is constructed. Similar results are true

on compact homogeneous spaces.

1. We discuss global analytic hypoellipticity for invariant differential

operators on T2, and contrast it with global hypoellipticity (the topic of

[G]). In particular, we construct a "constant coefficient" vector field on

T2 which is globally analytic hypoelliptic but not globally hypoelliptic.

2. Let T2 = {(exp idu exp id^; 03- e R). If L e D'(T2) (a distribution on

T2) define L(n, m) = L(exp (—ind1 — imd2)). Suppose P is an invariant

differential operator: P = 2k,i=»aki Dk D\, where akleC and Dk =

((l/Od/Söj)*. Define P(n, m) = 2k.i=o aklnkml, for n, m integers.

We say P is globally hypoelliptic when:

(GH) If g e CX(T2), and Pf= g,fe D'(P2), then/e C°°(P2).

Let A(T2) denote the real analytic functions on P2. We say P is globally

analytic hypoelliptic when:

(GAH) If g e A(T2), and Pf= g,fe D'(T2), then/e A(T2).
The following theorem was proved in [G].

Theorem 2.1. P is (GH) if and only if there are positive real numbers

L and M so that:

(LM) \P(n, m)\ ^ Lj{n2 + m2)M,for \n\, \m\ sufficiently large.

An analogous characterization of (GAH) is given below.

Theorem 2.2. P is (GAH) // and only if for any positive real number

K there is a positive integer NK so that:

(KN) \P(n, m)\ ^ exp {-K(n2 + m2)1/2),for \n\, \m\ larger than NK.
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Proof.   We recall (see [K, p. 26]) that when h e Q'(T2), heA(T2)

if and only if there exist positive constants a and b so that

(*) \h(n, m)\ ^ b exp (-a(n2 + m2)112).

Suppose Pf= g, with/and g in D (T2). Then P(n, m)f(n, m) = g(n, m).
The sufficiency of (KN) is demonstrated by applying (*) to g and using

(KN) to obtain (*) for/. If (KN) does not hold it is easy to create g e A(T2)

and/6 D'(T2) - A(T2) with Pf= g.

Corollary 2.1. If P is (GAH), then P:A(T2)^A(T2) is Fredholm

of index 0.

Proof. P is continuous. By (KN), P(n, m) ^ 0 when \n\ + \m\ is

sufficiently large. Kernel and cokernel are readily seen to have finite and

equal dimension.

Corollary 2.2.   IfP is (GH), then P is (GAH).

Proof.   (LM) implies (KN).

Remark. The converse of Corollary 2.2 is not true, as we show in

§4. We now recall some number theory in preparation.

3. We establish notation and recall theorems to be used in the remainder

of this paper.

A finite (simple) continued fraction is a number ol} = [au • • • , a A,

where the öj.'s are positive integers, and [ax, • • ■ , aA is defined recursively

by: I/a, = [oj], [flj, • • • , Of^x + 1/aJ = [au • • • , a,]. General references

to continued fractions are [H] and [S].

Theorem 3.1. Let cube a real number, with 0 < a < 1. Then there is a

unique sequence of positive integers {a}) so that ifa.n= [ax, ■ ■ • , an], then

lim^co a„ - - «•

If any such sequence is given, then lim^^ an = a always exists, with

0 < a < 1.

We define the infinite (simple) continued fraction oc = [au • • ■ , an, • ■ •]

to be lim,,.^ [au • • • , a„].

[au ■ ■■ ,an]= pjqn, where pn, and qn are positive integers, and

(pn,qn) = 1. In what follows, a is assumed irrational.

Theorem 3.2. qn - anqn_x 4- qn-i- Thus qn is an increasing sequence

of positive integers, and

1 _ Pn .
-<  a - — <

1

(an+1 + 2)q
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The key property of continued fractions to be used is that of "best

approximation", as given in the following result:

Theorem 3.3. Suppose p and q are positive integers, and 0 < q ^ qn.

Then\pn - qna\ <\p - q<t\.

We can now construct an interesting example.

4. Let a = [au • • • , an, • ■ •], where an = 10n!.

Theorem 4.1.   The vector field V = Dx - aö2 is (GAH) hut not (GH).

Proof, a is a Liouville number [H, p. 162]. Thus [G] shows that V is

not (GH). We prove that Fis (GAH) by showing (A) below, which clearly

implies (KN) for V.

(A) Given A > 0, there is Q so that for q ^ Q, \p — &q\ ̂  exp (—Kq),

p, q positive integers.

(Note that V(p, q) = p — aq.)

Using the best approximation property, we need only prove an appar-

ently weaker statement:

(B) Given A > 0, there is an integer N so that \pn — a.qn\ 5:

exp {-Kqn_^ for n > TV.

(Because (B) gives (A) when q g: <7jv_,.)

By Theorem 3.2,

-^ \qna. — pn\ .
(an+1 + 2)qn

an+1 = 10<"«»! = (10"!)"+1 = (anY+1

so we certainly can estimate:

1 <

But qn ^ an, so that

= k„« - Pn\ ■
(qn)n+3

(It is interesting to contrast our goal, (B), with the statement of Hardy

and Wright establishing that a is a Liouville number: \qna. — pn\ _^

l/(?jiv/2+\ for n N.)

So (B) will be proven if we show that

(C) (qnT+* ̂  exp (Kq^), n large.

But (C) means: (n + 3) \ogqn ^ Kqn_v Or n \ogqn ^ K'qn_u A' = A/2,

n large enough.  But qn = anqn_x + qn_2 ^ (an + l)^ ^ {anfqn_^

\ogqn ^ 21ogan + log^. And (C) is true if 2#i(n!)log 10 ^ K"qn_.

and n log qn-1 ^ K"qn_x (A" = A'/2) for n large enough. This can be done
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by elementary manipulations, since qn ^ an, and an = 10"!. (Roughly,

(C) is true since 10"! is rather large. Conversations with K. Johnson and

N. Wallach were quite useful in assembling this proof.)

5. There are (many) vector fields which are not hypoelliptic. Here is

one example:

Theorem 5.1. There is an irrational a, a = [au ■ ■ ■ , an, ■ • •], so

that the vector field V = D1 — aZ>2 is neither (GAH) nor (GH).

Proof.   V is not hypoelliptic if there is K > 0 so that

1
(D) \q„a. - pn\ <-exp (-Kq„).

an+l°n

(For surely 1 ^Pn ^ qn, so that exp (-Kqn) ^ exp (-K'(q2n + pi)1'*),

with some appropriate A".)

By Theorem 3.2, qn is computable knowing only au ■ ■ ■ , an. Let K > 0

be given. Define x:a1= 1, and an+1 is any integer larger than

exp (Kqn)lqn. a is insured to exist by Theorem 3.1, and of course it

satisfies (D).

Remark 5.2. The reasoning above arose in a conversation with

Professor W. Schmidt. Similarly one can show the existence of a's so

that \q<z — p\ ^ G((q2 + p2)1'2) for an infinite number of integral pairs

(p,q), and any decreasing function G. From this perspective, the vector

field of Theorem 4.1 was (GAH) because the rate of growth of an was not

fast enough.

6. The results of §2 are, of course, true in a wider context. In particular,

we cite invariant differential operators on vector bundles over compact

homogeneous spaces (see [W]).
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